The theory of nominal sets is a rich mathematical framework for studying syntax and variable binding. Within it, we can describe several binding disciplines and derive convenient reasoning principles that are compatible with -equivalence. In this article, we introduce the notion of binding operator, a novel construction on nominal sets that unifies and generalizes the many forms of binding proposed in the nominal literature. We present general results about these operators, including sufficient conditions for validly using them in inductive definitions of nominal sets.
Introduction
Bound variables have haunted computer scientists and logicians for decades: they are fairly intuitive and simple to manipulate in informal pencil-and-paper calculations, yet surprisingly complex to manage in formal settings such as algorithms and mechanized proofs. Research on the subject has led to various promising approaches for handling this complexity [5, 9, 11] ; among those, we can mention the theory of nominal sets [4] , which forms the basis of tools such as the FreshML programming language [8, 12] and the Nominal package for Isabelle/HOL [13, 14] .
Nominal sets constitute a rich mathematical universe where objects contain variables that can be renamed, allowing various notions of -equivalence to be defined: in the -calculus for example, we stipulate that the term . is equivalent to any other obtained by renaming to a variable that does not appear free in . This binding discipline corresponds to the operation of name abstraction on nominal sets [4] , which models objects with a single bound variable. Beyond that, many other notions of binding for nominal sets have been studied in the literature, such as generalized name abstractions [3, 2] and the binding declarations of Nominal Isabelle [14] .
Although some of these notions are clearly more general than others, none of them attempts to offer a clear, unified picture of what binding means in the context of nominal sets. In this article, we attempt to look at binding from a more foundational perspective, by introducing the notion of binding operator: a novel construction on nominal sets that unifies and generalizes the forms of variable binding proposed in the literature. After briefly recalling basic notions of nominal set theory (section 2), we define binding operators and discuss their basic properties in section 3. In section 4, we give examples of interesting forms of binding that can be defined through binding operators. In section 5, we discuss category-theoretic properties of binding operators, which provide sufficient conditions for defining inductive sets. We conclude and review related work in section 6.
Preliminaries: Nominal Sets
We begin by recalling basic concepts and results of the theory of nominal sets; for a detailed account on the subject, we refer the reader to the introductory article by Gabbay and Pitts [4] or to Pitts' book [7] .
We fix a countably infinite set = { 0 , 1 , 2 , …} of atoms. A permutation of is a bijective function ∶ → such that the set { ∈ | ( ) ≠ } is finite. Permutations form a group under composition, noted perm( ); in particular, ∘ ′ ∈ perm( ) and −1 ∈ perm( ) for every , ′ ∈ perm( ).
A renaming operation over a set is a group action of perm( ) on ; that is, a mapping ( , ) ∈ perm( ) × ↦ · ∈ satisfying
where 1 ∈ perm( ) denotes the identity function. We treat renaming as right associative; thus, 1 · 2 · should be read as 1 · ( 2 · ). The above properties imply in particular −1 · · = · −1 · = for arbitrary and .
We say that a set of atoms supports an element ∈ if the atoms in completely determine the effect of renaming on ; that is,
If is finite, we can show [4] that has a minimal finite supporting set supp( ); that is, supp( ) supports and supp( ) ⊆ ′ for every other finite set ′ supporting . We say that is a nominal set if every element ∈ has finite support. Atoms form a nominal set under the action · = ( ), with supp( ) = { }. Every set trivially gives rise to a nominal set, by letting · = for all ; clearly, supp( ) = ∅. We use this structure for sets such as ℕ or ℤ, whose elements intuitively don't contain variables. A nominal set with such a trivial renaming operation is called discrete. We can also define products and disjoint unions of nominal sets, presented in the table below.
When working with nominal sets, we want to restrict our attention to functions that are well behaved with respect to renaming. A function ∶ → between nominal sets is said to be equivariant if it commutes with renaming; that is, ( · ) = · ( ) for every and . We write → eq for the set of equivariant functions from to . When is the discrete nominal set of booleans , we sometimes say that is an equivariant property or relation instead. This is equivalent to saying that ( · ) ⇔ ( ). Every such property can be alternatively seen as a nominal subset of ; that is, a subset of that is closed under renaming. Note that equivariant functions cannot add atoms to the support of their arguments: we can show that supp( ( )) ⊆ supp( ), with supp( ( )) = supp( ) if is injective.
The next best thing to an equivariant function is a finitely supported one: a function between nominal sets and that is almost equivariant, except for a finite set of atoms ; that is, ( · ) = · ( ) if ( ) = for every ∈ . We write → fs for the set of finitely supported functions from to . Every equivariant function is trivially finitely supported. Finitely supported functions form a nominal set under the action ( · )( ) = · ( −1 · ); this definition is equivalent to saying that ( · )( · ) = · ( ) for every and , which allows us to depict this renaming operation as acting on a table representation of :
Note that the support of a function is not computable in general. We use similar actions for other sets of functions; for instance, perm( ) is a nominal set under the action
Let and be two nominal sets, and and be elements of and . We say that and are fresh with respect to each other, noted # , if their supports are disjoint: supp( ) ∩ supp( ) = ∅. If ∈ and ∈ , then # simply means that ∉ supp( ). If ∈ perm( ), # is equivalent to ( ) = for every ∈ supp( ), which implies · = . In particular, if is a finitely supported function, # implies ( · ) = · ( ) for every .
Nominal sets and equivariant functions between them form a category . It is a complete and cocomplete category; in particular, the initial and terminal objects are the empty and singleton discrete nominal sets, while binary products and sums are given as in the above table. It is also a cartesian closed category, with exponentials given by finitely supported functions.
Here, ( ′ ) denotes the transposition of and ′ , which swaps these two atoms while fixing all others. Intuitively, this relation states that should be treated up to -equivalence in the pair ( , ) ∈ × . If we quotient × by this relation, we obtain a new nominal set [ ] , called the set of name abstractions of , where -equivalent objects become equal. To define a finitely supported function [ ] → fs , it suffices to find a finitely supported function ∶ × → fs that satisfies the so-called freshness condition for binders [6] :
We can then construct a functionsuch that # ⇒̄(⟨ ⟩ ) = ( , ), where ⟨ ⟩ denotes the equivalence class of the pair ( , ) in [ ] . The precondition # , saying that is fresh for , roughly means that is not treated in any special way by compared to other atoms. Thus, the freshness condition for binders says that promises not to "leak" any fresh atoms passed as arguments into its result-something that would clearly break -equivalence.
Although not immediately obvious, the above relation can also be rephrased as
If we interpret supp( 1 ) ∖ { 1 } as the set of free atoms of ( 1 , 1 ), this formulation states that -equivalent terms result from permutations that do not affect these free atoms. This suggests that we can obtain other notions of -equivalence by using a different set of free atoms, which brings us to the following definition.
Definition 3.1 Let be a nominal set. A binding operator on is an equivariant function ∶ → eq fin ( ). Each gives rise to a relation ≡ on , defined as
Indeed, we can see that our previous notion of -equivalence arises from the binding operator ∶ × → eq fin ( ) defined as ( , ) = { }. In the remainder of this section, we show how many of the basic properties of name abstractions continue to hold in this more general setting. The first step is building a quotient structure from a binding operator, which makes use of the following simple facts.
Lemma 3.2 Let be a nominal set with a binding operator . If
Proof The definition implies that 2 is of the form
. The result then follows by equivariance, since the right-hand side is equal to supp(
Lemma 3.3 Let be a nominal set endowed with a binding operator . The ≡ relation is an equivariant equivalence relation.
Proof The relation is clearly reflexive: it suffices to take = 1 on its definition. It is also equivariant, because it is defined with equivariant operations.
To see that it is symmetric, take two elements , ′ ∈ such that ≡ ′ . By definition, we can find ∈ perm( ) such that # supp( ) ∖ ( ) and ′ = · . We must show that · ≡ . Since = −1 · · , it suffices to show that
which holds by equivariance, because
Finally, let's show transitivity. Take three elements, 1 , 2 and 3 , such that 1 ≡ 2 and 2 ≡ 3 . By unfolding definitions, and using lemma 3.2, we find 1 and 2 such that 3 = ( 2 ∘ 1 ) · 1 and # (supp( 1 ) ∖ ( 1 )) for = 1, 2. Since permutation composition is equivariant, we see that supp( 2 ∘ 1 ) ⊆ supp( 1 ) ∪ supp( 2 ); thus, the freshness conditions above yield 2 ∘ 1 # supp( 1 ) ∖ ( 1 ), allowing us to conclude.
2
Because binding operators yield equivariant equivalences, their quotients carry a canonical nominal structure:
Lemma 3.4 Let be a nominal set endowed with a binding operator , and let / be the quotient of
by the equivalence relation ≡ . There is a nominal-set structure over / satisfying 
It is not hard to see by standard nominal techniques that the first term is empty, which allows us to conclude.
As a sanity check, if we instantiate the previous result with , the binding operator defining name abstractions, we obtain the familiar identities · ⟨ ⟩ = ⟨ ( )⟩( · ) and supp(⟨ ⟩ ) = supp( )∖{ }. By virtue of being defined as a quotient, we also obtain generic elimination principles for such nominal sets. Equivariant functions defined on them have a particularly simple characterization, a special case of the analogous elimination principle presented earlier. Proof It suffices to show that, for every 1 ≡ 2 , we have ( 1 ) = ( 2 ). By definition, we find such that 2 = · 1 , with # supp( 1 ) ∖ ( 1 ). Thus,
, it must be the case that supp( ( 1 )) ⊆ supp( 1 )∖ ( 1 ). This implies that # ( 1 ), and thus
Note that lemma 3.5 does not yield the original elimination principle for name abstractions, since it only applies to equivariant functions. A later result (lemma 3.9) shows how to recover it, but we must explore other basic properties first. The next result shows that equivariant functions can be canonically factored through a quotient by a binding operator, refining the familiar fact that any function can be factored through its image. Lemma 3.6 Let ∶ → eq be a function on nominal sets. We can factor as
where ( ) = supp( ) ∖ supp( ( )). Suppose furthermore that for every 1 and 2 such that
Proof To construct , we can employ lemma 3.5 directly, since by definition ( ) = supp( ) ∖ supp( ( )) # ( ). If we assume the second hypothesis, we can see that
, which yields a function ℎ ∶ im( ) → eq / . It is then easy to check that ℎ = −1 . 2
Next, we prove a "freshening" elimination principle: given any finite set of atoms , we can choose values for bound atoms while staying fresh with respect to . Proof Pick any representative ′ of. We cannot choose to be ′ right away, since in principle the set ( ′ ) may not be fresh with respect to . We can, however, rename the conflicting atoms to fresh values.
Choose a set of atoms
. By a cardinality argument, we can construct a permutation that sends ( ′ ) ∩ to ′ while leaving all other atoms fixed. By construction, does not affect the free atoms of
We then can choose to be · ′ , provided that we show that its atoms are completely fresh (that is, · ( ′ ) # ). The result follows because the definition of implies that · ( ′ ) = ′ ∪ ( ′ ) ∖ , and both parts are disjoint from .
Combining the last two results yields the next one, which describes how quotients by binding operators interact with products. Intuitively, it guarantees that we can always merge the bound atoms of a pair of objects. . By unfolding the definitions, we can see that ( , ) # ( , ) for any ( , ) ∈ . This allows us to apply lemma 3.5 to lift to the quotient / , resulting in a function̄. This function satisfies the inversion conditions of lemma 3.6, hence it is an isomorphism / ≅ im(̄). We set =̄− 1 ; it remains to show that im(̄) = / × / , or, in other words, that̄is surjective. Given (,) ∈ / × / , we can use lemma 3.7 twice to find ∈ and ∈ such that̄= [ ],̄= [ ], # ( ) and ( ) # . Clearly, ( , ) ∈ , which allows us to conclude.
We are finally ready to generalize the strong elimination principle stated earlier. This concludes our first series of results on binding operators. 
Examples
Binding operators are fairly general and flexible, allowing to express many binders studied in the literature. For instance, the operator of last section can be extended to any nominal set of the form × , by setting ( , ) = supp( ). We readily recognize the corresponding quotient as the set of -abstractions of [7, Section 4.6], noted [ ] , which describes certain kinds of objects with multiple bound variables. In this section, we further illustrate the expressiveness of our notion by defining two familiar syntactic constructs: mutually recursive and parallel definitions.
Mutually Recursive Definitions
Most programming languages allow mutually recursive function definitions. In the ML family, these usually take the form
where the atoms 1 , …, are bound in the expressions , 1 , …, . We could be tempted to model such expressions with a nominal set of the form [List( )](List( )), where denotes some nominal set of expressions, and List( ) is the nominal set of finite lists of elements of . As noted by Pottier [9] , this representation is not adequate, since it allows elements such as ⟨[ ]⟩[], where the number of bound variables does not match the number of defining expressions.
We can use binding operators to model expressions such as the one above by regarding them as a pair ( , ), where ∈ is an expression, and ∶ ⇀ fin a partial function with finite domain. The idea is that maps each atom to the corresponding definition; in the case of the above expression, this would correspond to a function mapping 1 to 1 , 2 to 2 , etc. The bound atoms in ( , ) are exactly those in the domain of , which leads to the nominal set Mut( ) ≜ (( ⇀ fin ) × )/(dom ∘ 1 ), where 1 designates the first projection function. This solution is similar to others proposed in the literature [9, 14] .
Parallel Definitions
The previous example can be adapted to model parallel nonrecursive definitions:
where the atoms 1 , …, are bound in , but not in 1 , …, . We cannot express this form of "local binding" directly using binding operators, because they cannot restrict the scope of a bound atom to a few sub-expressions. We can still solve this problem by preventing bound and free atoms from aliasing within an expression; this amounts to using the nominal set ( ) ⊆ ( ⇀ fin ) × defined as
A pair ( , ) ∈ ( ) has the same interpretation as before, but bound atoms (that is, those in the domain of ) cannot appear in a position where they should be considered free. We then define the nominal set of parallel non-recursive definitions over as Par( ) = ( )/(dom ∘ 1 ).
One limitation of this definition is that the canonical projection into the quotientthe introduction form for Par( )-is not as convenient as we would like, since we cannot use it to compute the equivalence class of an expression whose definitions mention some of the atoms that are being redefined; for instance
This is not, however, a big limitation in terms of expressive power, since we can still extend this projection over the entire domain ( ⇀ fin ) × . Concretely, consider a pair ( , ) ∈ ( ⇀ fin ) × . Let be a permutation that maps all atoms in supp(dom( )) ∩ supp(im( )) to fresh ones (with respect to ( , )), while fixing all others. Pose ≜ ( ∘ −1 , · ). Intuitively, renames all bound atoms so that they don't conflict with the ones outside of their scope, replacing an expression such as the one above by
It is not hard to see that ∈ ( ), and that [ ] ∈ Par( ) depends equivariantly on the pair ( , ).
Even if binding operators seem to lack in their derived introduction forms compared to other approaches [9, 11, 14] somehow, they still yield equivalent elimination principles: finitely supported functions defined over Par( ) correspond to functions ∶ ( ) → fs such that dom( ) # ⇒ dom( ) # ( , ).
Functorial Properties
So far, we have used binding operators to define individual syntactic constructs, but still have not shown that such constructs can be combined into valid complete grammars. The theory of nominal sets guarantees that this is possible in many cases, such as those arising from nominal signatures [15] . This allows us for instance to define the set of -terms modulo -equivalence as the solution of the equation
which says that a -term is either a variable, a pair of -terms representing an application, or the name abstraction of a -term, representing an abstraction. In this section, we extend these results to a large class of nominal sets defined with binding operators. This involves generalizing these operators to entire functors, which are required to give a formal sense to equations such as the one above-indeed, we typically interpret a solution such equations as the initial algebra of a certain functor. Along the way, we also identify a few properties of functors derived from binding operators that can be of independent interest.
Binding operators for functors, unlike their single-set counterparts, require more structure than just equivariance: Definition 5.1 Let ∶ → be a functor. A binding operator on is a family of binding operators ∶ ( ) → eq fin ( ) that satisfies the following naturality condition: for every ∶ → eq and ∈ ( ),
( ( )( )) = ( ) ∩ supp( ( )( )).
Intuitively, this definition says that ( ) cannot make a bound atom in become free, or vice versa. Note, however, that ( ) is allowed to remove atoms from the support of entirely, both bound and free. This restriction allows us to apply equivariant functions "under binders", lifting them to quotient nominal sets.
Lemma 5.2 Let ∶ → be a functor and be a binding operator over . We can define a functor
Proof We already know from lemma 3.4 that ( )/ is a well-defined nominal set. Given ∶ → eq , we define ( / )( ) using lemma 3.5; since and [−] are equivariant, it suffices to show that
( ) # [ ( )( )] for all ∈ ( ). Since supp([ ( )( )] ) = supp( ( )( )) ∖ ( ( )( )), this is equivalent to
( ) ∩ supp( ( )( )) ∖ ( ( )( )) = ∅, which readily follows from the naturality condition on . It is easy to verify that this construction preserves identities and composition; thus, / is indeed a functor. 2
We note that the naturality condition of definition 5.1 is not tight, in the sense that the above proof would still work if we assumed the weaker condition
which intuitively says that ( ) is allowed to bind atoms that are free in . Nevertheless, the stronger condition will play an important role later on, when showing that such quotient functors preserve initial algebras.
It is easy to see that the examples discussed so far-name abstractions, mutually recursive and parallel definitions-can be extended into functors derived from binding operators as described above. Name abstractions, for instance, can be obtained as the quotient of the functor × (−) by the binding operator ( , ) = { }, which trivially satisfies the condition of definition 5.1.
To help us study the properties of such quotient functors, it is useful to recast the direct definitions given above into a more structured form. We begin by introducing the following category.
Definition 5.3 The category of binding operators
is defined by the following data. Objects are pairs ( , ), where ∈ and is a binding operator over . A morphism ( , ) → ( , ) is an equivariant function ∶ → eq such that ( ( )) = ( ) ∩ supp( ( )) for every . We note ∶ → the obvious forgetful functor that maps ( , ) to .
Thus, by unpacking the definitions, we see that functors endowed with a binding operator are equivalent to functors → . This is interesting because we can extend the notion of quotient by a binding operator to an entire functor ∶ → , allowing us to express the quotient of a functor ∶ → as ∶ → . This will prove useful for reducing proofs of properties of to related properties of .
Lemma 5.4 We can define a functor
Note that the second identity says that the canonical projections form a natural transformation → . This functor has a right adjoint ∶ → , which associates to a nominal set the constant binding operator ( ) = ∅. Furthermore, is naturally isomorphic to the identity on .
Azevedo de Amorim
Proof That is a well-defined functor follows from an argument similar to the one of lemma 5.2. We can show that is its right adjoint by appealing to lemma 3.5; indeed, every function ∶ → eq that factors through / satisfies ( ) # ( ). The last assertion is obvious. 2
The functor provides a new reading to some of the earlier results of section 3. The separated product ⊗ of lemma 3.8 can be extended into a bifunctor 2 → in the obvious way, endowing with the structure of a symmetric monoidal category, with unit (1); furthermore, its isomorphism ∶ ( )× ( ) ≅ ( ⊗ ) is natural in and , and satisfies all laws required to make a strong monoidal functor from ( , ⊗, (1)) to ( , ×, 1). We now proceed to showing how helps us study some properties of quotient functors.
Strengthening Quotients
Many functors derived from binding operators allow arbitrary finitely supported functions to be lifted, not just equivariant ones. A good example is name abstraction: given any finitely supported function ∶ → fs , we can define
In categorytheory jargon, such functors are known as enriched.
Formally, to enrich a functor ∶ → means to extend its action on morphisms to a family of equivariant functions ( → fs ) → eq ( ( ) → fs ( )) satisfying the usual functor laws. An equivariant action is compatible with the structure of , which allows us to generalize properties of to finitely supported functions. For instance, if has an initial algebra, we can obtain a recursion scheme for it that can be used with arbitrary finitely supported functions.
If is of the form , it can be enriched by appealing to the elimination principle of lemma 3.9, but the quotient structure provides a more direct route. Indeed, it is well-known that enriching is equivalent to giving it a strength: a natural transformation , ∶ × ( ) → ( × ) satisfying the laws depicted below.
Intuitively, allows us to lift functions by currying the composite
where denotes the evaluation function ( → fs ) × → eq . The strength laws then guarantee that the resulting action satisfies the required functor laws. As pointed out above, swaps products and separated products, which allows us to strengthen by composition: it suffices to find a natural transformation
We can extend into a functor → , by endowing it with a binding operator ( , ) ≜ . Interestingly, the corresponding quotient yields yet another classical nominal construction: free nominal restriction sets [7, Chapter 9] , a monad on which is useful in modeling name allocation. More importantly for our purposes, however, we can use to give another characterization of :
The category is equivalent to the Eilenberg-Moore category of coalgebras of the comonad ( , , ). We recall that objects of this category are given by pairs ( , ) of a nominal set and a map ∶ → eq ( ) satisfying the first two diagrams below. A morphism of coalgebras ( , ) and ( , ) is an equivariant function ∶ → eq making the third diagram below commute.
Proof An equivariant function ∶ → eq ( ) satisfying the commuting triangle above is of the form ( ) = ( ′ ( ), ). This shows that giving such a function is equivalent to giving a binding operator over . The first commuting square is valid for any satisfying the triangle. The second commuting square is just a restatement of the naturality condition on morphisms in . 2
As with every Eilenberg-Moore category, we obtain a right adjoint to the forgetful functor ∶ → , which is precisely the extension of to → discussed above. This allows us to relate colimits in to those in :
Theorem 5.7 Let ∶ → be a functor. Let be a category, and ∶ → a diagram of type . Let ( , ( ∶ ( ) → ) ∈ ) = colim ( ). Suppose that this colimit is preserved by : colim ( ) = ( ( ), ( ( )) ∈ ). Then, it is also preserved by and :
Proof As previously noted, the second identity follows from the first, since has a right adjoint. A general result about Eilenberg-Moore categories [1, Proposition 4.3.1] says that the colimit of exists and is preserved by . We want to show that this colimit is ( ( ), ( ( ))). Since the latter is a cocone on , it factors uniquely through that colimit. But both that cocone and that colimit are mapped to the colimit of , implying that the mediating morphism of that factorization is the identity on ( ). We conclude that both the cocone and the colimit must carry the same coalgebra structures, and hence are equal. 
Conclusion and Related Work
Binding operators are an expressive framework for defining binders for nominal sets, encompassing many constructs that have been previously proposed in the literature. Although it is not clear how much expressive power our operators add compared to previous approaches, we believe that they provide a uniform, concise explanation for many of the properties enjoyed by binding constructs, such as their elimination principles, functoriality, compatibility with inductive definitions, etc.
Since the early development of nominal sets, researchers have directed their attention to more general forms of binding than name abstraction. The simplest such construction is given by generalized name abstractions, studied by Gabbay [3] and others. Clouston [2] investigated some of their categorical properties, in particular the related notion of separating function, and adjunctions between generalized name abstractions and the so-called freshening function space. That work provides an explicit construction of this adjunction, which could be interesting to generalize to other quotients by binding operators.
The Nominal Isabelle package features a rich language for defining data types with binders [14] , allowing users to specify which atoms are bound in values of a data type. Unlike the present work, their focus is not in offering a foundational definition of binding, but in providing a usable and flexible tool. One point of similarity is that they use a general class of functions to enumerate which atoms are bound. Although such functions are more limited than general binding operators, the mechanism is rich enough to capture interesting binders, including generalized name abstractions and free nominal restriction sets. The mechanism allows users to limit the scope of bound atoms to parts of a term, like C ml [9] or Ott [11] -something that is not directly possible with binding operators, as noted in section 4.2. It would be interesting to see if we can provide a similar useful notion of scope of a binder for our operators.
To our knowledge, the closest relative of binding operators and their quotients is the operation of simple monoidal sum studied by Schöpp [10, section 3.3.2]; we quickly review that construction here, adapted to our conventions and notations. We start with an arbitrary equivariant function ∶ → eq * , where * denotes the "full" separated product, in which both components are not allowed to share any atoms. We then define a binding operator on by posing ( ) = supp( 2 ( ( ))). By construction, ( ) # 1 ( ( )) for every . Thus, we can lift = 1 ∘ tō ∶ / → eq , which we call the simple monoidal sum of . Viewed this way, this construction is a small generalization of quotients by binding operators; indeed, we can recover the latter by taking to be fin ( ). The main difference between both works is that Schöpp uses simple monoidal sums to interpret a form of dependent sum in a nominal type theory, studying properties of that construction that are more relevant in that context, whereas we attempt to provide a more elementary presentation of binding, quotients, and their properties.
